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• 

A two speoies fishiDg model is oonsidered and oompared with the wsul ts 

from a grouped Scllaefer modsl. If fishiDg effort is proportional to the relative 

number of each speoies then it is shawn that the correspondenoe between the two 

models diverges as the ratio of the two speoies diverges from unit7. It is also 

shown that fishing each speoies in proportion to their relative numbers does not 

necessarily take the fisher" through its maximum sustainable 7ield. 
INTRODUCTION 

Schaefer (1954. 1951) developed a model to evaluate the equilibrium yields 

f'rom a fishery. 'l'hiB model assumes that the rato of' ohD.lli0 of' stook biomass oan 

be represented as· 

2 
dS/dt = AS - DS - qFS where S is the· stock 

biomass. A and » parameters of the stock population growth and q and F the familiar 

parameters of' oatohability and fishing. Gulland (1914) has pointed out that the 

Sohaef'er model is identioalWLth assuming that catoh per unit of' ef'fort is linear17 

related to eUort. Among others, Pinhorn (1915) and »rander (1915) haVe fitted 

Schaefer models to total f'ish biomass in an area and here the parameters A and » 

take on diff'erent meaning~A being the net rate of increase at low total biomass 

levels and B representing the inter and intraspeoifio density dependent regulation. 
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This study, through consideration of a two species modsl, helps to eluoidate 

th~ relationship between the two applications of the Schaefer model. 

TIm MODEL 

Let us assume a two stook fishery where the fishing effort on the individual 

stocks is proportional to the relative numbers of ,fish in each stock. To avoid 

proliferation of the parameters the catchability is put at 1.0 and the preferabilit, 

of the two spocieo to the fishermen is considered to be the same. This situation 

~ then be expressed as 

1fp dp/dt = a1 - b1P - F p/(p+r) 

1/r dr/dt = a2 - b2r - F r/(p+r) 

In the equilibrium state (r*,p*) dp/dt ~ dr/dt = 0 and benoe 

r* = a2P*/(a1 - p*(b
1
-b2 » 

and p* is given by Bolving the quadratic 

(1 ) 

(2) 

P
2
b1 (b1-b2) + P{F(b1-b2 ) - a1(b1-b2) - a1 b1 - a2b) + (a1a2+a~ - a1F) • 0 (4) 

The equilibrium yield is given by (dropping asterisks) 

2 2/ F(p + r ) (p+r). 

As will be appreoiated from the form of equation (4), general solutions for r* and p* 

are unwieldy but in all the numerical examples given only one positivs pair of r* and 

p* exiatll, that 1110 for ~ val\IQ of F two pOll1t.1.ve equil1b;r1a do not exillt. 

May (197) and Beddington (1974) bave shown bow the stabil1tl of' these valid 

equilibria ~ be investigated. 

If G, (P1 r ) 

and ~(p1r) 

2 2 = a1P - b1P - Fp /(p+r) 

= a2r - b2r2 - Fr2/(p+r) 

then the elements of the oommunity matrix!are given bl 

a11 = oG1/ 0p 'a12 = oG1/ 0r 

a21 ~ oGiop a22 .. oG/or 

all evaluated at(pt r*) I the roots of the matrix are then given bl detl A-). II =<>. For 
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stability max (Real A) < O. If max (A) is oomplex,the system either deoreases by 

osoillations to the stable part or else beoomes unstable in an osoillatory mode. If A , 

only imaginary, then the neutrally stable oyoles of the basio Lot~-Voltexraequations 

are aeon. 

Again it will be appreoiated that general stability oriteria cannot be evaluated 

due to the large number of parameters,but the stability of any speoifio oase oan 

easily be dealt with,and in general it must be noted that these are a very stable set 

of equations and unstable equilibria would not be expeoted. 

If equations 1 and 2 are added to~ther tho relatioIlllhip betwllen the two 

sorts of Schaeffer modele oan be seen 

2 2 2 2 
da/dt ~ a1P+a2r - b1P - b2x - F(p +r )/S. 

and if p ~ r ~ -:lis, thon 

2 
ds/dt = S(&1+&2)/2 - S (b1+b2)/4 - FS/2 

which is identical ..:I.th the SohaeHer model £it to the total £ish biomass. However as 

the ratio of p*:r* diverges from unity the two models diverge. 

The simplest way of comparing the two models is to look at the yield per unit 

of effort against effort curve. By definition the Schaefer model assumes a linear 

relationship and the degree of departure from linearity represents the departure from 

tho Schaefer model. 

If we arbitarily seleot a1 = 0.35 and ~ = 0.45,then values of b1 and b2 can be 

obtained if we set F = 0.2 and vary the ratio of plr but keep p+~ a 2000. This 

gives 

a) If p:r . I 1 . 
b) If p:r I : 1 

0) If p:r I . 1 . 

: 1 

I 3 

19 

Then b1 

Then b1 

= 2.5 10-4 and b2 = 3.5 10-4 

= 6.0 10-4 and b2 = 2.0 10-4 

Then b
1 

= 3.4 10-3 and b2 = 1.367 10-4 
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Henco we havo throe arbitary sots of values which, at F60.2, have the ratios of plr 

as given above. Equilibria values for p* and r" JIJa:3 be obtained from equations, and 4for 
values of 

different/F, and hence the equilibrium yield from equation 5. These are shown in 

Fi{lUXe 1. It will be noted that the characteristio parabolio yield ourve io lost IlS the 

ratio of par diverges from unity. This can be more easily seen in the graph of 

equilibrium catch per unit of effort a«ainst effort (Figure 2) aa the departure from 

linearity. 

DISCUSSION 

Firstly, is the incorporation of fiohlng effort in this w~ valid? Obvioua~ 

catchabilityand economio wei~~tiD« of one speoiss relative to another'will 

oomplioats ths real fishing atrategy but this oould only inorease the non-linear 

nature of tho resulte and probably tho expression of fishing in this model is good 

for a fishery where total effort is fairly oonstant. 

Seoondly,it is noticeable that there is no real differenoe between the Schaeffer 

model of total fioh biomass and the oum of individual Schaefer models where the two 

opooie8 are in about tho srune proportions. This can be extendod to n speoios. 

Howover as the ratio divergoo from 1 tho two give quite differont results. To fit a 

yield parabola throUGh the origon one needs t>lO or more points. If these are taken 

at F; 0.1 and 0.2, for p:r = 1:19, from Figure 1 the resulting parabola would reach 

Z0ro a.t a.OO1.it F = 0.5. Thio 011n be appreciated better from Figure 2 where a straight 

lL.o \<Quld be fitted through the two points giving an intercept at F = 0.475. 

Similarly if the valueD at F = 0.6 to 0.8 are taken, a lone low parabola would result 

predioting a very low maximum sustainable yield. 

The maximum sustainable yields for the type of fishing described here oan be obt-

ainod from Figure 2 but this io not necesaarily the maximum sustainable yield that 

could be achieved if fishing wore distributed differently. If the equilibrium 
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populations of the two speoies are given by 

a1 - b1 p* - f1 = 0 and 

~ - b2 r* - f2 = 0, 

hen the equilibrium yield io then given by 

f 1(a1-f1 )/bl + f 2(a2-f2)/b2· 

The yield isopleths are given inFigure3alongwith the locus of equilibrium yields 

for the original proportional fishing model and it will be noted that, in this 

instance, ths locus does not go through the maximum sustainable yield. 

ths two methods, 
In oonolusion two points are worth stressing. Firet, that/gr~uping fish speoies 

and taking them as separate speoies related only by fishing, do not lead to ths 

same results if the species are in differing proportions. This ie not to say that on. 

mdhai il better than the other for the underlying asaumptions of the Schaeffer model 

are nebulous. Second, that in this simple, although rational model proportionate 

fishing does not neoessarily taks the fishery through ths maximum sustainable yield. 
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Fig.1. EQulibrium yield and effort for the three sets of model values given 

in the text. 
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Fig.2. Equlibrium VIF against f for th~ three 
sets of model values given in the: text. 
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Fig.3. Sustainable yield iso~leths With the locus of yields 
obtainable with proportionate fishing. 
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